In 12 issues this year I talked about plumb bobs and their special Interests.

The year 2008 is dawning and we will come into the weeks of reflection, (or is it the period of hectic?).
I searched a bit in my archive and found some nice Christmas- and New Year cards that we changed between Fellow Collectors. They show the creativity and the love to our hobby, collecting plumb bobs.

Perhaps I can show next year YOUR card to the others?

I know that we have Fellow Collectors from various religious groups. Some of them have not a Christmas festivities, respectively at another time. But change of the year (New Year) is at the same time for all, (except the New Year in China).

Here are my WISHES for YOU all.
2005 we changed the first „Plumb Bob Greeting Cards“. Here a modified candle holder.

The daughters of Primitivo Gonzales from Spain gave us a sample of their love for creating a picture to this theme.
Still with an „Ottoman triangle” (type 5) you can make a Christmas tree. You only have to put it upside down.

This lilac plum bob looks beautiful like in a “fashion paper”.

Also the exhibition in Spain was the base for X-mast greetings.
Even a collector in New Zealand equipped a photo of a church virtually with plumb bobs.
By the support of a friend (photograph) Dogan Basak from Istanbul produced this excellent masterpiece. -- If you don’t understand what he means: “Turkish honey” 😊
Another excellent photo from the same source.
This is a „special tree“ for England.

I hope to see you again next year with new themes about plumb bobs. Thank you for the feedback that was always the “feed” for new issues.

Wolfgang